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Abstract—Tools available for measuring t
impact of change of a system through its ar
use structural metrics. These metrics t
dependencies among the different elements of 
they fail to capture the semantics of 
transformation necessary to control the com
making changes. To highlight such limita
presents a study where we applied a repres
metric, called ‘propagation cost’, to archety
transformations known to affect system mo
rearchitecting a tightly coupled system to a la
observe that in its original form the propagati
not provide consistent indications of ar
Enhancing this metric based on the semantics 
pattern and tactics used in the tran
improvements. Our results demonstrate that t
detect modifiability properties that are not 
propagation cost metric. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Modifiability is the quality attribute of a

relates to the cost of change and refers to the
software system can accommodate change [1
provide guidance on the extent of the
extensibility qualities of a system often m
metrics such as coupling, cohesion, cycles
Preventing an architectural change th
modifiability, however, is not simply a matte
quality of a system through the use of these 
[2]. A recent exploratory study by Bertan e
many code-related issues detected were n
architectural problems, and many issues that
had architectural implications [3].  

More recently, structural metrics base
dependency structure matrices (DSM), a
structure matrices, have been studied to assis
level analysis, such as the value of modular
Stability and propagation cost metrics [7] 
DSM view of the architecture indicate the lik
propagation and, consequently, its im
maintenance costs and ease of making mod
studies highlight the need to analyze depend
design violations such as those in modifiabil
advice on using other dependency source
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In this paper, we study the
metric (PC) and we explore the 
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the impact of making a chan
2. What are the limitations of 

and calibrated to pro
understanding the impact
architecture of a given syste

For this purpose, we use a c
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organized into layers with a hig
use an adjacent layer immedi
gauge the state of the system b
transformation, thereby highlig
propose variations of this m
strengths to the DSM view of th
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and how it propagates along dep
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in the system, directly or indirectly [7].” 
impact of elements in a system, a visibil
computed as follows: 
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Matrices D and V are shown in Fig. 1(b) –
shown in Fig. 1(a) where D0 represents
elements on themselves, D1 represents all di
and Dp represents all indirect dependences o
� p � n and n is the number of elements in a s
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In the case of Fig. 1, PC is 67% implyi
element might affect 67% of the system. Th
forms the basis for the structural metric c
tools such as Lattix use to assist with sof
management [5]. In the rest of the paper, we
and use it as a representative structural metric

III. ARCHITECTURE DEPENDENCY
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strictly layered pattern. The strictly layered p
of software into units called layers. The lay
each other by the strictly ordered relatio
Transforming a design to be strictly la
removing connections that bypass one or seve
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MAX: We take the value of the most 
component X to component Z. Considerin
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Fig. 5. Scenario 2 DSM (a) before and
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Fig. 6. Scenario 3 DSM (a) before and
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finding is in line with recent studies that look at the code 
metrics [3], and extend that to structural metrics [13].  

Second, we explored different ways of enhancing and 
calibrating PC to provide practical guidance in understanding 
the impact of making a change to the architecture of a given 
system. Our enhancements were motivated by several 
limitations in the way change propagation cost is calculated: 
• The current propagation cost metric takes into account the 

presence or absence of a dependency.  We added 
dependency strength to the model and included formulas 
for handling change propagation in series and in parallel. 

• It assumes that all components are equally likely to be 
changed when the system evolves. Dependency strength 
and certain formulas for change propagation in parallel 
(e.g., Avg, Max) weaken the assumption that all 
components contribute equally. 

• In case of smaller number of components, the contribution 
of self-dependencies is too high. Archetypical 
transformations have very small matrices. This makes the 
metric very sensitive to a change when self-dependencies 
are considered, a phenomenon not observed in large 
systems (e.g., when the dimension is greater than 12). We 
omit the diagonal (the identity matrix D0) in the calculation 
to reduce the influence of a smaller number of components. 

• The transitive effect of indirect dependencies is too high. 
Our use of dependency strength and formula for change 
propagation in series take into account the muting effect of 
any tactics used to prevent a change from rippling.   

Our initial results hold promise for improving existing 
structural metrics, such as stability and PC, with common 
architectural patterns semantics, illustrating the range of design 
parameters for reducing the size of a module, increasing 
cohesion, and reducing coupling, and the tactics for 
manipulating them. We applied the same approach to two other 
architectural transformations, module split where a large 
element is split into two or more so each has fewer 
dependencies and short circuit where connections are bypassed 
by direct communication. We computed similar results and in 
the interest of space reported on the strictly layered pattern. 

A validity concern for this study is whether the variation 
formulas will still perform consistently when applied in large 
systems. In addition, in some of our scenarios Sum and Max 
show greater ranges of improvement compared to Avg. To 
investigate whether this range is meaningful and whether any 
one of the variations among Sum, Avg, or Max perform better 
consistently, we are applying our variation metrics on an open 
source health IT project, CONNECT, where we have insights 
into its architecture of version 3.x through an architecture 
evaluation study we were asked to conduct [14].   

The results of our study present an incremental, but 
significant improvement over the current state of practice 
showcasing how existing structural metrics such as PC and 
stability may yield results that can be misleading. Our approach 
emphasizes the significance of design decisions (architectural 
patterns and tactics) in moderating change propagation. While 
this is not surprising, the ability to measure the influence of 
these decisions in a way that can inform the architects and 
instill confidence in the choices they make is significant. 
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